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Inauguration of Nrityotsav

SANGEET

Natak Akademis Northeastern centre, Guwahati, celebrated
Nrityoutsav from 25-29 March at Natya
Mandir in Sivasagar with the active support of
the district association. SNA project
director Raju Das left no stone
unturned. Provakar Goswami, Sattriya
dancer-student of the legendary
Roseswar Saikia, opened the show with
a pure dance taken from Sutradhari
Nritya in taal Chuta, with a sloka from
the Gita Mahatmya.
Accompanied by vocalist
Dhrubajyothi Barua, Gunakar Goswami
on khol, flautist Bhupen Rajbongshi
and taal keeper Lakhan Nath,
Provakars presentation of Arjuna
from the Shree Mad Bhagavat Gita and
Namghosha of Shree Madhav Deva,
touched a chord in the hearts of spectators. Never mind the innumerable
times this has been performed in various classical dance forms, yet the aesthetic beauty in the revelation of the
biswarupa of the Lord, juxtaposed with the
insignificant power of man and the empowering of Arjuna to pick up his weapon and
ready for battle, was watched with undiminished awe.
Pukhrambam Lilabati Devi and
Pukrambam Tejpati Devi, both well-versed in
Manipuri dance and Bharatanatyam, were the
first duo to learn the latter form under a
Kalakshetra scholarship. The sisters performed a padam in raga Shankaravarnam describing Radhas daydreaming
about Krishna as she awaits his arrival and the
Hindolam raga tillana in khanda ektalam
 both compositions of Rukmini Devi
Arundale.
Kathaka Marami Medhi of Guwahati, who
concluded the first days programme, did a
gunakaree teen taal Shiva Vandana before
showing her technical ability in three layas of
pure dance, with proper back up by percussionist Bhaskar Jyoti Ojah. Maramis delightful
and exquisite presentation was made the
more elegant by Dipen Sarmas flute, Joy
Prakash Medhis singing and Jonali Keots
sitar.
The second days evening opened
with Sattriya dancer Seetarani Hazarika offering bhumi pronam in alapadma hasta. The
chosen piece was the first sloka from Ankiya
Bhaonas Ram Vijay Nataka, Chandramukha
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SWAYAM SIDDHA

The Rotary Club of Calcutta Metro City organised its much-awaited
annual award function at Rotary Sadan around International Womens
Day. This occasion has been observed since in the early 1900s, a time
of great development and turbulence in the industrialised world that
saw a booming population growth and the rise of radical ideologies.
The new millennium has witnessed a significant change and attitudinal shift in both womens and societys thoughts about their equality
and emancipation. The unfortunate fact is that women are still not
paid on a par with their male counterparts, they are still not present
in equal numbers in business or politics, globally their education and
health is worse than that of men and violence against them is the
burning issue of this era. Despite all, on 8h March thousands of
events are held throughout the world to inspire women and celebrate
their achievements.
To add more value to this day, the Swayam Siddha award was instituted by the Rotary Club of Calcutta Metro City to pay tribute to
women who have been working relentlessly to excel in their chosen
vocations  not only to sustain their personal lives but utilising their
chosen professions to touch the lives of scores of others who have
benefited since. This year the recipients of this award were Sudeshna
Roy (filmmaker), Roshni Mitra (media professional), Bibi Sarkar (culinary expert and hospitality entrepreneur) and Smita Awasthy (autism

Swaym Siddha awardees.

A scene from Onnyo Agomoni.
and behavioural expert). To give away the prizes, several past recipients, including actor Payel Sarkar, chef Sunshine (Sanchayita
Bhattacharya Alam), social workers Nilanjana Chakraborty and Jolly
Chhanda along with Rotary stalwarts Shekhar Mehta, Rajani Mukerji,
Shyamashree Sen and yours truly were present.

received applause and his pirmalus were
mixed with Nach ka bol, tora taught by his
father and guru. The sound of his tatkar
was like a raigning of bullets and the sound
of a single bell was like that of a damsel walking stealthily. He humbly danced to a thumri
penned by his father,Mei to jate paniya bharane. Chetan Kumar Chavda provided tabla
accompaniment.
Ariban Raseswari Devi of Imphal, Manipur,
was the epitome of grace in her
Mangalacharan in Manipuri style taken from
the Geet Govindam Meghe medurambarang in Turi ragini, taught her by the late
Tarun Kumar Thyam. In this, she emoted
both batsalya and sringar ras. Krishna rup
and sakhi ukti was from Rasleela, where the
gopis sing and dance to the glory of Krishna,
comparing him with the beauty of
neelkamal. The abhinaya piece from
Jaydevas Geet Govinda, Hari Riha
Mughdhaba, in Amrita Kalyani ragini gave
a graphic description of Krishnas dalliance
with Chandrabali in Manjula Bbhanjula
Kunja, and was remarkably danced with delicate body movements and hand gestures in a
varied pattern of rhythms
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beauty was shaken when
she was rejected by the
man she had hoped to
rope in with her charm.
Realisation dawned on her
of the fleeting quality of
physical beauty and the
importance of inner beauty. Detachment from this
materialistic world is the
only way for samarpan,
or surrender. The story of
Pingola has immense
scope for interpretation
through abhinaya, which
was fully utilised. The
music of Ramahari Das
facilitated the dancer in
depicting the feelings
going on in Pingolas
Marami Medhi.
Prabhakar Goswami.
mind.
Rajkumar Chavda, son and disciple of
Hey Viswanath adi deva Maheswara 
Pandit Kanhaiyalal, provided richness to the
describing Shivas damaru, trishul, ardha
festival with his pure Jaipur gharana Kathak.
Chandra, sharpa, Nandi, etc.
In the land of Lord Shiva, he thought it but
Possessed with a great stage presence, he
right to commence his recital with a Shiva
showed the different nuances of Kathak in
Vandana in raga Darbari  Hey Shankara
naumatra. His rendition of 21 chakkars
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, devotion and hard work are the three impor- dents of Anneshan truly delighted the
tant qualities that transform a practitioner into an adept performer and audience with their enactment of variAnneshan, a dance institution, through their 10th anniversary celebra- ous pranks played by the child
tions, Nrityanjali, held at Gyan Manch not too long ago, acknowl- Krishna, through their dance recital.
edged the effort and arduous journey of a dancer. It was a tribute to Then came the most interesting and
Rukmini Devi Arundale and her oeuvres in the realm of Bharatnatyam. elaborate pieces of the evening, nameAfter all, her legacy to the cultural heritage of India was not merely a ly, Kirtanam and Padam, which are
revival of Bharatnatyam, which was shunned by the elite of her time, probably the most important part of any repertoire. Gokula Nilaya, a
but also its reformation. She helped this art that was essentially routed kirtanam sung in praise of Lord Krishna, describing him in highly poetin solo temple performances to evolve into the genre of dance-drama. ic phrases, offered the dancers the freedom to showcase their mastery
The occasion was graced by chief guest Alokananda Roy, renowned over abhinaya. The compostions were choreographed by Keya Bhadancer, choreographer and social worker, and Guru Khagendra Nath duri, founder of Anneshan and a disciple of Guru Sri Khagendra Nath
Barman, legendary dance exponent Guru. The presentation began a Barman. She performed to a beautiful kirtanam, Lalita Lavangalata, which
prayer song, Maha Ganapati sung by Sukumar G Kutty, accompanied described the beauty of nature during the spring when Lord Krishna,
by G Suryanarayan, who played mridangam, and violinist S Vishal. The also known as Sri Hari, played with the sakhis. The abhinaya in this
first item was Todyamangalam, set to raga Malika and talam Malika piece was exquisite and yet light and uplifting for everyone to enjoy.
. It is believed Todyamangalam has some purifying and auspicious
The second item performed by her was Mahishasura Mardini Ma
effect and thus it needs to be performed in the beginning to provide a Pahi set to Rag Baulei and Talam Mishrachapu, where she dances
pure devotional ambience for successful performances. This piece was praising Goddess Durga, who resides in the heart of Mahadeva or Lord
gracefully performed by students of Anneshan.
Shiva and worshipping whom one can attain salvation. She enchanted
Next came Jatiswaram, set to raga Saveri and Adi
all with the brilliant use of her eyes and also the
talam. It had jatis (rhythmic syllables) compiled with
foot works.
the swaras (musical notes), like a garland. There was no
The finale item of the evening was a traditional
sahityam or literature in it, unlike other abhinaya items
Kalakshetra style Tillana. Set to Rag Vasanta and Adi Talam,
of Bharatnatyam. The participants exhibited their command
this was a visual treat. The joys of rhythm and moveover different critical adavus (basic
ment predominated in this item of pure dance.
units of the art) and their coordinaThe simple eye-neck-shoulder movements
tion was commendable.
evolved into mesmerising display of
What followed was Shabdam set
rhythmic patterns and postures during
to raga Malika and Mishrachapu
this piece.
talam. This is a Bharatnatyam item
The performers, though were stuin which the expressions or abhidents, seemed to be very profesnaya are introduced for the first
sional and the performances
time in the repertoire. The song
reflected their dedication and
is usually separated into stanhard work. Overall, it was a
zas and between each stantreat for the eyes and indeed
za there are jatis. The stua very good attempt.
Padam

meena banerjee presents a weekly update of cultural events

its principle activities that include publishing research works, the
Shantiniketan, left no stone unturned to recreate the traditional spirit of Dol Utsav celebrated at Shantiniketan
quarterly journal Indo-Iranica (now a storehouse of Iranology) and
every year. The programme started with a convoy replimaintaining a specialised library on Iranology and Zoroastrain studies.
cating Shantiniketans Basanta Utsav with a multitude of
Keeping in view the keen interest shown by Maulana Azad towards
cultural artists and children that concluded for the culthe Society as a patron, it aims at highlighting his unparalleled contritural extravaganza. Mesmerising performances by celebution and commitment to nationalism and secularism. The year-long
brated singers Surojit Chatterjee, Manoj Murali Nair,
celebrations will include international seminars highlighting the variSrabani Sen, Srikanta Acharya, Prashant A Samadhar,
ous aspects of Maulana Azad, an exhibition on rare photographs and
Manisha Murali Nair, elocutionist Bratati Bandopadhyay
handwriting, display of books written by Azad along with those puband traditional dance performances by Madhubani
lished on him, drama and poetic symposium, and an essay competiChottapadhyay, Soumili and Arnab along with dance
tion, to name a few.
troupes like Jahnvi Centre for Performing Arts, Uddayan,
The inauguration of this celebration was held in the revered presManipuri Nartanalay, Kalamandir, Abhishar and many
ence of Hashim Abdul Halim, patron of the Iran Society and former
more invigorated the spirit of the festival. The famous
speaker, West Bengal assembly; Justice Altamas Kabir, former chief jusdance drama Shyama, almost a hybrid of opera and baltice of India; Sitaram Sharma, chairman, Maulana Abul Kalam Azad
let of the bard, was also staged.
Institute of Asian Studies, Kolkata; Lt-Gen (retd) Zameer Uddin Shah,
Brishti with Haimanti Shukla, Sarbori Dutta, Madhubani Chatterjee
It was Tagores aim to spread Shantiniketans culture.
vice-chancellor, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh; Ahmad Saeed
This cultural event is a part of that. We would like to spread Tagores
Malihabadi, veteran journalist and Rajya Sabha member; Professor
The evening began with a brilliant Odissi dance item and concludthought through our work and will continue this journey. We are celJayanta Kumar Ray, former director and chairman, Maulana Abul
ed with the famed dance feature Onnyo Agomoni presented by the
ebrating Basanta Utsav in a very special way. We intend to make the
Kalam Azad Institute of Asian Studies, Kolkata, along with RM Chopra,
Unicorn Group. University Womens Association of Calcutta partnered
festival more flamboyant and vibrant for all who are unable to participresident, Iran Society, Kolkata. They hailed Azad as an unsung hero.
Rotary Club of Calcutta Metro City in the programme along with
pate in Shantiniketan Dol Utsav. The cultural event is a part of the
other NGOs as Nimble Fingers, Notun Alo, Onnyano Onnomon.
Tagore-inspired thought and work which will bring back memories of
ONLINE RADIO
Shantiniketan to the City of Joy every year from now on, said
UNPARALLELED
Surtarang is a very familiar name in the world of Indian classical
Amitava Samanta, director, India Green Realty Pvt Ltd. Its resort based
To mark Womens Day, Weavers Studio was garlanded
music and its famous address is www.surtarang.co.uk. Initiated, probungalow project in Shantiniketan, named Sobuj Potro, is located at
with the presence of eminent personalities and noted poets
duced and presented by Sistachar Sarcar and his wife, Maitreyee
Khanjanpur, near Prantik railway station. All the names of the bungaon 6 March to launch Aami e Ananya, a unique audio CD
Sarcar, it is celebrating its seventh anniversary since its inception in
lows and amenities are influenced by Kabiguru. All modern facilities
containing poetry (Kobita Na Kobita Sankalan) recited by
April 2007 as a part of WCR FM. It is now a part of The City Radio, an
can be found here in the lap of nature, retaining the ethnic essence of online service from the heart of Wolverhampton in the UK. As partseveral celebrated women of substance along with budding
Shantiniketan. It is this connection that inspired India Green Realty to
talent Bristi, a contemporary elocutionist. Aami e Ananya
ners, they have another link, www.liveinthecity.co.uk. From a onebring a colourful part of Shantiniketan to Kolkata.
represents the different shades and colours of womens state
hour programme it has now changed to a two-hour broadcast from 1
of mind from different angles with various relations and sevMarch 2014 from 5 pm to 7 pm (GMT) every Saturday.
UNSUNG HERO
eral role-plays in and around society. Kobita Na Kobita
Happily, its seventh anniversary also coincides with the birth
Great dreams of great dreamers are always transcended has been
reflects the complex relationship between mother and
anniversary of Pandit Ravi Shankar who was born on 7 April 1920. He
daughter  their jealousy as well as their bond of love. The
was one of the foremost Indian musicians
life of a woman from her birth onwards  with all its ups
who were responsible for taking Indian clasand downs  is represented as a rhythm of ongoing music.
sical music to the West. Ali Akbar Khan,
A woman is beautiful and tenacious. She remains the beacon
another all-time great Indian musician, was
of her world and is, therefore, worth celebrating.
born on 14 April 1922. Surtarang cherishes a
Empowering women isnt just the right thing to do  its the
very special bond with them and will celesmart thing to do. When women succeed, nations are safer,
brate their birth anniversaries through special
more secure and more prosperous.
broadcasts on 5 and 12 April to remind the
Subho Dasgupta did the writing, gave direction and also
world through the online broadcast of
composed the background music for the album that can be
Surtarang of the great legacy these two great
also termed an album by women for women; because this
musicians left behind. For these memorable
turned out to be a classic collection of poetry recited by
broadcasts, listen live to Surtarang on The
Altamas Kabir, Hashim Abdul Halim and Ashok Ganguli.
well-known personalities from different arenas such as celeCity, the online radio:
rightly quoted by Maulana Abul Kalam Azad and the same holds true
brated singer Swagatalaxmi Dasgupta, fashion designer
www.liveinthecity.co.uk. For further information, contact Maitreyee
for the valuable contributions of the front-line national leader to the
Sarbori Dutta and renowned dancer Madhubani Chatterjee.
Sarcar, co-producer and co-presenter at maitreyee@surtarang.co.uk.
political and educational scenario of the country. As a tribute to the
Along with the latter two great achievers, its launch witCOMING UP
philosopher and eminent educationist, the Iran Society, an academic
nessed the gracious presence of highly acclaimed singer
9 April: ITC Sangeet Research Academy presents renowned vocalist Manjusha
body functioning for the promotion of cultural and educational relaHaimanti Shukla as well.
tions between India and Iran, announced a year-long programme to
Patil Kulkarni; Academy Hall, 1, NSC Bose Road; 6 pm.
BASANTIKA
commemorate the 125th birth anniversary of the noted freedom fighter. 12 April: The Calcutta School of Music and ITC Sangeet Research Academy
As a tribute to the culture upheld by Rabindranath Tagore,
The inaugural ceremony was held recently at the Iran Society
present Ustad Abdul Rashid Khan (vocal) and Yashwant Vaishnav (tabla solo);
Basantika renewed the cultural quintessence of Shantiniketans
premises. It is purely an academic body that has been functioning in
Sandre Hall, 6B, Sunny Park; 6.30 pm.
Basanta Utsav in the heart of Kolkata at Deshapriya Park (23 March).
Kolkata since 1944. The holding of lectures, symposia and seminars
12 April: Sur Sangam presents “Tradition” featuring Abhishek Lahiri (sarod) with
The cultural event, initiated by the Tagore-inspired Sobuj Patro at
on subjects having a bearing on its aims and objects have been one of
Tanmoy Bose (tabla); Rotary Sadan; 6 pm.
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